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Manhattan Beach is a youthful, glamorous and joyful series, which is supported by its success on the In-
ternet. The two ebooks published so far in the trilogy are in first places in the ranking of romantic books 
of Amazon. The first one, Manhattan Beach, is starring Miriam, a student who travels to Los Angeles to 
study a master’s degree and is involuntarily involved in the glamorous world of Hollywood and its film-
stars. While she knows every corner of sunny California, she will meet actresses who want to succeed, 
an actor that would rather forget his success and a whole range of fun characters that end with her quiet 
life as a student and make it a succession of unexpected twists. 

Enjoyable. a modern day fairy tale 

The ideal companion for summer reading  

THE AUTHOR: 
RaQuEl VIllaaMIl

Born in Madrid (Spain) with American descent. Tireless bookworm (some still 
have traces of her baby teeth), as soon as she started reading devoured the 
whole school library and won a prize consisting in a visit to the Madrid Book 
Fair. That decided she would become a writer. She wrote her first story when 
she was six years old, and her first novel at nine. Dozens of stories are stored 
in a box and she hopes one day come to light, or at least outside the box ... 
For a long time she has served as Technical Architect but fate and thousand 
planetary alignments have led her to work as a video game writer.

Títle: MaNHaTTaN BEacH
author: Raquel Villaamil
Original language: Spanish
collection: Romance
Pages: 246 
Format: Paperback with flaps
RRP: €15 
ISBN: 978-84-942959-7-3 
Delivery date: October 2015
Sales Rights: World

aN  

ENTERTaINING 

aND ROMaNTIc 

SERIES  

OPENER

THE YOuNG aDulT SERIES SwEEPING 
aS EBOOk FINallY cOMES TO PaPER

MANHATTAN BEACH 
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Sofia isn’t exactly running away from love, but she has other priorities. Still, she can’t help but notice her 
new neighbor, Jaime, in the elevator every morning. Her first impression tells her he’s totally type-A and 
way too serious to be any fun at all. But try as she might, Sofia can’t deny that he’s tall, well-dressed, 
and handsome —and he smells so good.

What Sofia doesn’t know is that Jaime’s been wondering about her, too. He can’t seem to get her out 
of his mind —she’s young and gorgeous, but he thinks she might be a little crazy.

Jaime and Sofia quickly learn that first impressions can’t always be trusted, and sometimes opposites 
really do attract.

Thirty Postcards Away is a fun, sexy, urban tale of friendship, exes, chance meetings, forgiveness … 
and elevators.

THE AUTHOR: 
SaRa VENTaS

Born in Madrid and Malaga resident, she studied Photographic Image, but 
only took up photography professionally for three years. Her interest in writing 
grew out of a blog, “Sueños a contraluz” (Backlit Dreams) established in early 
2010. Although, as she says, it might be the opposite and opened the blog 
because what interested her was the literary world. In any case, this blog re-
cords her beginnings as author. Thirty Postcards Away is her first novel, which 
now appears as a print book after being one of the best selling ebooks on 
Internet and translated into English by Montlake Romance (Amazon).

Title:  TREINTa POSTalES DE DISTaNcIa 
author: Sara Ventas 
Original language: Spanish
collection: Romance
Pages: 264 
Format: Paperback with flaps
RRP: €16 
ISBN: 978-84-942959-1-1 
Delivery Date: January 2015
Sales Rights: World, excluding USA

THOROuGHlY 

ENTERTaINING

lOVE IS juST aN  
ElEVaTOR RIDE awaY 

TREINTA POSTALES DE DISTANCIA
(THIRTY POSTCARDS AWAY)
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AMORES IMPERFECTOS
(IMPERFECT LOVE STORIES)

a HIlaRIOuS jOuRNEY 
THROuGH THE MODElS 
OF PRINcE cHaRMING 
THaT wOMEN DREaM OF
Title: aMORES IMPERFEcTOS
author: Sonia Urbano
Original language: Spanish
Pages: 200
Format: Paperback
RRP: e18 
ISBN: 978-84-933997-3-3
Edition: 2nd edition 
Sales Rights: World

SuMMaRY

In this work, which is as funny as Bridget Jones or Sex in the City, Sonia Urbano shows us how many 
women are looking for their Prince Charming, although most of them deny it.  Destroying the myth of 
these apparently perfect men, the author describes life on either side of these romantic prototypes, 
identifying each of them with a film character that matches their qualities (and defects). Because, how 
many girls have never dreamt of a film hero? 

So we look on as Sonia Urbano goes out to dinner with her mysterious friend, Batman, wakes up with 
the seductive James Bond, makes plans for the future with an idealist very similar to Robin Hood and 
falls head over heels in love with such sensitive souls as Romeo and Edward Scissorhands.  

But all her experiences with them make her realise that these marvellous partners also have their not-
so-nice side: Is James Bond lying when he says he loves me? Isn’t it a bit off that, although he’s Robin 
Hood, he wants to solve the world’s problems even when we’re on holiday? 

As she discovers the dark side of the all the prince charmings, Sonia Urbano learns a bit about each 
of them. She doesn’t like all of them but perhaps they help her to find the partner she really needs. 

Do you want to come with Sonia Urbano on her quest to find the perfect man? Will she find him? 

Prologue by luis Rojas Marcos, Professor of Psychiatry at New York university and 
former President of The New York city Health and Hospitals corporation.

THE AUTHOR: 
SONIa uRBaNO

Sonia Urbano is one of the promising new broadcasters on Spanish radio. 
A graduate in Journalism, she started out in radio early on and by the age 
of 8 was already presenting children’s programmes for local stations. She is 
a reporter for Spanish National Radio, for which she has also directed and 
presented several programmes. She is currently a reporter and interviewer for 
many informative and magazine programmes. 

Dr. Luis Rojas Marcos, author of the prologue to Imperfect Love Stories, de-
scribes Urbano’s work as follows: “She manages to entertain and inform us 
with an admirable easy and fluent style, simple and entertaining language 
and a way of expressing herself that is both perspicuous and full of humour”.
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THaT HElPS YOu 
STaRT aFRESH
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We spend all our lives being busy and ignoring our true dreams. We allow ourselves to be carried 
along by the vertiginous challenges of every day without facing up to who we really are. Antonio 
Fornés offers us a strategy to escape from the trap: Restart. Switch off and turn on again. Silence the 
background noise and rediscover the great unknown of our own interior so that we can start again 
from a more honest and braver base.

We won’t be alone in this endeavour, though. We will be accompanied by twelve giants from history, 
thinking and art; from Dostoevsky to Gauguin, Voltaire to Eloise and Abelard. All of them have one thing 
in common: they dared to confront their own fears and turn their lives around. They took the risk.

Open this book and take the risk. Reboot Yourself!

THE AUTHOR: 
aNTONIO FORNéS (Barcelona, 1966)

Following Kant’s advice to “dare to think”, Antonio Fornés graduated in 
Philosophy and Humanities from the Ramon Llull University in Barcelona. He 
also obtained a Diploma in Religious Studies and three Master’s degrees 
including the Master in Publishing from the Pompeu Fabra University in Bar-
celona. He has written the book Las preguntas son respuestas (Questions 
are Answers), and today he is still daring to reflect in this new work, as 
he prepares his doctoral thesis in on the 18th century French philosopher, 
Joseph de Maistre.

Title: REINÍcIaTE
author: Antonio Fornés
Original language: Spanish
collection: Self-Help
Pages: 120
Format: Paperback with flaps
RRP: e15
ISBN: 978-84-938702-0-1
Sales Rights: World

REINÍCIATE
(REBOOT YOURSELF)

3rd 

EDITION
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STORIES FROM 
THE MOuNTaIN 
THaT TEacH uS 
THE ValuES IN lIFE

SuMMaRY

“Mountains have more in common with life than you might think. I always say that a day in the 
mountains is worth at least two in the city. The sandwiches even taste different there! From the end of 
the 1970s I have been visiting these magical peaks, and every time I go the mountain, whatever the 
height, teaches me something for my personal life. Lessons of friendship, solitude, trust, haste, technol-
ogy... the list goes on.”

Through his own experiences, veteran Spanish mountaineer Juanjo Garbizu takes us to the highest 
peaks where priorities changes and unforgettable experiences occur. He shows us a way of life in 
which concepts like materialism and competition become relative and where there are lessons to be 
learned that we can take home with us in our backpacks. Discover the values of the mountain and 
conquer the most difficult peak...your own life. Because going uphill lets you think more clearly. 

The book contains 8 QR codes for your smartphone that let you see videos filmed in the mountains by 
the author himself.

THE AUTHOR: 
juaNjO GaRBIZu (San Sebastian, 1961)

Juanjo Garbizu’s passion for the mountains has led him to climb many of 
them in the Basque Country, the Pyrenees and the Alps – and even the 
mythical Kilimanjaro and the Aconcagua. Combining this great love with 
his professional experience as creative director for the Código advertising 
agency (of which he is also co-founder) he decided to set up a personal 
website (mendivideo.com) containing more than 250 videos of mountains 
that he shot himself. 

MONTERAPIA is his first book.

Title: MONTERaPIa
author: Juanjo Garbizu
language: Spanish
collection: Self-Help
Pages: 200
Format: Paperback with flaps
RRP: e17.99
ISBN: 978-84-938702-7-0
Special characteristics: Includes QR codes 
Sales Rights: World

6th 

EDITION

MONTERAPIA
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DIScOVER BaRcElONa 
IN 20 GREaT 
MOVIE ROuTES
Enjoy a star-struck holiday in Barcelona in the 
footsteps of Penélope Cruz, Javier Bardem, Robert 
de Niro, Scarlett Johansson and many more.

SuMMaRY

Make your visit to Barcelona a film-star experience: see the locations of Vicky Cristina Barcelona, 
Biutiful, All About My Mother and more than 90 other films by directors such as Woody Allen, Pedro 
Almodóvar and Steven Soderbergh. Discover the parts of Barcelona immortalised by filmmakers and 
find out lots of interesting facts about the favourite places of the stars.

This book includes QR codes for mobile access to interactive maps. All the information directly from 
your book to your smartphone!

Published jointly with Barcelona city council

THE AUTHOR: 
EuGENI OSÁcaR (Barcelona 1963)

 Professor at the CETT-University of Barcelona Hospitality and Tourism School, 
director of research and director of the University Master’s Degree in Tour-
ism Management Innovation. An expert in marketing, heritage and cultural 
tourism, in recent years he has specialised in tourism and cinema. This has 
resulted in him leading projects on film tourism, including Barcelona Movie 
(2008), the first initiative to consider the possibilities for film-based tourism in 
Barcelona, and Horta-Guinardó de Cine (2013), an innovative project that 
has made the Barcelona district of Horta-Guinardó the first to include cinema 
in its promotional plan for tourism and culture. In 2012 he published a num-
ber of film tourism guides to cities including Barcelona, Paris, London, Rome 
and Venice, for smartphone and tablet.

Title: BaRcElONa MOVIE walkS
author: Eugeni Osácar
language: English
collection: Intelligent Travel Books
Pages: 248
Format: Paperback with flaps. Fully illustrated
RRP: e19.90
ISBN: 978-84-941438-1-6
Special characteristics: Includes QR codes
Sales Rights: World

SPaNISH, 

caTalaN 

& ENGlISH 

EDITIONS

BARCELONA MOVIE WALKS
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300 caTalONIa MOVIE 
lOcaTIONS TO VISIT
Enjoy a star-struck holiday in Catalonia in the 
footsteps of Ava Gardner, Elizabeth Taylor, Orson 
Welles, Robert de Niro, Woody Allen, Scarlett 
Johansson and many more.

SuMMaRY

Make your visit to Catalonia a film-star experience! Catalonia’s spectacular cultural heritage and vast 
natural diversity have made it one of the best places in the world to combine holidays and cinema. 
Catalonia’s famous beaches have been attracting film makers ever since the Golden Age of Holly-
wood. Discover the idyllic locations used for such mythical films as Pandora and the Flying Dutchman, 
Suddenly Last Summer or Falstaff - Chimes at Midnight.  You can also take a walk with the stars of the 
21st century. With the help of this book you will be able to identify the locations for great movies like 
Vicky Cristina Barcelona, Perfume or films by Pedro Almodóvar.

This book includes QR codes for mobile access to interactive maps. All the information inside the book 
goes directly to your smartphone!

Published jointly with catalan Tourist Board

THE AUTHOR: 
EuGENI OSÁcaR (Barcelona 1963)

 Professor at the CETT-University of Barcelona Hospitality and Tourism School, 
director of research and director of the University Master’s Degree in Tour-
ism Management Innovation. An expert in marketing, heritage and cultural 
tourism, in recent years he has specialised in tourism and cinema. This has 
resulted in him leading projects on film tourism, including Barcelona Movie 
(2008), the first initiative to consider the possibilities for film-based tourism in 
Barcelona, and Horta-Guinardó de Cine (2013), an innovative project that 
has made the Barcelona district of Horta-Guinardó the first to include cinema 
in its promotional plan for tourism and culture. In 2012 he published a num-
ber of film tourism guides to cities including Barcelona, Paris, London, Rome 
and Venice, for smartphone and tablet.

Title: caTalONIa MOVIE walkS
author: Eugeni Osácar
language: English
collection: Intelligent Travel Books
Nº pages: 248
Format: Paperback with flaps. Fully illustrated
RRP: e19.90
ISBN: 978-84-941438-1-6
Special characteristics: Includes QR codes
Sales Rights: World

caTalaN 

& ENGlISH 

EDITIONS

CATALONIA MOVIE WALKS
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BARCELONA: 500 RINCONES 
DESCONOCIDOS
(BARCELONA: 500 HIDDEN CORNERS)

YOuR BEST TRaVEl 
cOMPaNION FOR VISITING 
THE MEDITERRaNEaN caPITal 
Title: BaRcElONa 500 RINcONES DEScONOcIDOS
authors: Roger Jiménez Remacha (text) / Albert Winterhalder (photos)
Original language: Spanish
collection: Intelligent Travel Books
Pages: 192 
Format: Paperback.
Illustrations: More than 100 photographs and 22 location maps
RRP: e19.50 
ISBN: 978-84-933997-6-4 
Sales Rights: World

SuMMaRY 

You can trust this guide to help you get to know the real Barcelona. It doesn’t just take you on the same 
old tourist tracks but to visit some of the most fascinating corners of the city and discover a Barcelona 
that no other book can show you. Historian and travel expert Roger Jiménez suggest 22 different 
routes with more than 200 stops clearly shown on the each of the maps together with practical infor-
mation and lots of full colour photos. 

From the Roman temples to Gaudí’s Sagrada Família, from the Barcelona Olympics to FC Barcelona, 
the Catalan capital is the favourite destination for many travellers from all over the world. You can see 
its fascinating art and architecture, fabulous beaches and world-famous football team plus much more 
along the 22 routes in this book, which are organised by theme: from medieval Barcelona to the cor-
ners chosen as film locations by lovers of Barcelona such as Woody Allen and Pedro Almodóvar. 

All the information is rigorously updated and enables you to easily find places that more basic guide-
books leave out. Have you ever been to the highest point in the Roman city of Barcino (Roman name 
for Barcelona)? Is there anything left of the Knights Templars and the Masons? Where is the Jewish 
quarter? What do the signs and symbols on Gaudí buildings mean? Which places were visited by 
famous people such as Buffalo Bill, Ernest Hemingway, George Orwell and Ava Gardner? 

Whether you are on a cruise, visiting for the weekend or spending a holiday here, if you want to make the 
most of the Mediterranean city of Barcelona and discover its best-kept secrets, this guide is the best choice. 

Illustrated guide with over 100 photographs and a map for each of the routes. Makes an ideal gift.

THE AUTHOR: 
ROGER jIMéNEZ REMacHa

Brought up among books, TV news and newspapers, he graduated in Geog-
raphy and History. He moved over to the publishing sector by chance after 
taking an occupational training programme and since then he has written 
several hundred thousand words in subjects as diverse as biography, politics, 
text books, travel guides, memoirs and a long etcetera. Among his favourite 
hobbies are, obviously, travelling – both long and short distance. He is espe-
cially interested in finding places hidden from the eyes of most of the tourists 
and people who live there and this guide is the result of numerous walks in the 
best company through the streets and squares of his city: Barcelona.
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The first masterpiece in Spanish and Catalan journalism of the 20th century is the result of a coincidence 
and a catastrophe.

The coincidence: a young man studying philosophy in Paris in August 1914. The catastrophe: the 
breakout of the First World War. That August, when it all started, Agustí Calvet, Gaziel, wrote in his 
personal diary about the “mysterious anguish of present world”. The following month, the Barcelona 
daily, La Vanguardia, published it with spectacular success: sales of the newspaper doubled and the 
Latin American press even ‘pirated’ the reports. 

Never republished in Spanish since 1916 or in Catalan since 1965, this Diario de un estudiante en París 
(Diary of a student in Paris) is captivating as it takes us with the author to experience “the premonition of 
an apocalyptic storm”.

For the first time the final version of the book, decided by the author shortly before his death in 1964, 
has been translated from the Catalan.

The recovery of Diario de un estudiante en París (Diary of a student in Paris) has been 
possible thanks to the support of the Ministry of culture of Spain and the catalonia’s 
Institut Ramon llull.

THE AUTHOR: 
GaZIEl (Sant Feliu de Guíxols,1887 - Barcelona, 1964)

Behind the pseudonym “Gaziel” hid Agustí Calvet (Sant Feliu de Guíxols, 
1887 - Barcelona, 1964), one of the best and most influential Catalan and 
Spanish journalists of the first half of the 20th century.

 When he was a young student of Philosophy and Arts, his work appeared in 
La Vanguardia in the form of a personal diary which later became the book 
we are presenting here. Later he worked as a war correspondent during the 
First World War (with a collection of reports in the book En las trincheras (In 
the trenches) published by Diëresis in 2009). His work during that period 
led to him later becoming director of La Vanguardia and from that vantage 
point he lived through the events of the troubled years that culminated in the 
establishment of the Republic. The new president, Manuel Azaña, valued 
Gaziel’s opinions and political judgements greatly. However, the Spanish 
Civil War forced him into exile and his life changed forever.

Title: DIaRIO DE uN ESTuDIaNTE EN PaRÍS
author: Gaziel
Original language: Spanish
collection: Journalism. History
Pages: 448
Format: Hardback
RRP: e19
ISBN: 978-84-933997-9-5
Sales Rights: World

100th 

aNNIVERSaRY 

OF THE FIRST 

wORlD 

waR

THE VIBRaNT TESTIMONY 
OF a YOuNG jOuRNalIST 
aT THE BREakOuT 
OF THE FIRST wORlD waR

DIARIO DE UN ESTUDIANTE EN PARÍS
(DIARY OF A STUDENT IN PARIS)
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Barcelona Movie Walks
E. Osácar

INTELLIGENT 
TRAVEL 
BOOKS
editorialdieresis.com

CATALONIACATALONIA
MOVIE WALKS

OVER 300 SUGGESTIONS FOR TOURING THE MOVIES

EUGENI OSÁCAR
Barcelona, 1963. Professor at the CETT-
University of Barcelona Hospitality and 
Tourism School, director of research and 
director of the O�  cial University Master’s 
Degree in Innovation in Tourism Mana-
gement. 

An expert in marketing, heritage and 
cultural tourism, in recent years he has 
specialised in tourism and cinema. He has 
headed several projects about fi lm tou-
rism, including Barcelona Movie (2008), 
the fi rst initiative in Barcelona for cultu-
ral tourism based on fi lms, and Horta-
Guinardó de Cinema (2013), an innova-
tive project that has made this district of 
Barcelona the fi rst to include cinema in its 
promotional plan for culture and tourism.

He has published a number of fi lm 
tourism guides to cities such as Barcelo-
na, Paris, Rome and Venice for smartpho-
ne and tablet. 

In 2013 he published the book Barce-
lona Movie Walks, available in English, 
Spanish and Catalan. It is the fi rst guide 
to Barcelona to focus on the cinema. 

EUGENI OSÁCAR 
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300 CATALONIA MOVIE 
LOCATIONS TO VISIT
Enjoy a star-struck holiday in Catalonia in the 
footsteps of Ava Gardner, Elizabeth Taylor, Orson 
Welles, Robert de Niro, Woody Allen, Scarlett 
Johansson, Robert Pattinson and many more.

Make your visit to Catalonia a fi lm-star experience: Catalonia’s 
famous beaches have been attracting fi lm makers ever since 
the Golden Age of Hollywood. Visit the idyllic locations used 
for such mythical fi lms as Pandora and the Flying Dutchman, 
Suddenly Last Summer or Falsta�  - Chimes at Midnight.

You can also take a walk with the stars of the 21st century. 
Catalonia’s spectacular cultural heritage and vast natural 
diversity have made it one of the best places in the world to 
combine holidays and cinema. Discover the locations for great 
movies like Vicky Cristina Barcelona, Perfume or fi lms by 
Pedro Almodóvar.

Your holidays in Catalonia are about to begin – lights,
camera, action!
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An expert in marketing, heritage and 
cultural tourism, in recent years he has 
specialised in tourism and cinema. He has 
headed several projects about fi lm tou-
rism, including Barcelona Movie (2008), 
the fi rst initiative in Barcelona for cultu-
ral tourism based on fi lms, and Horta-
Guinardó de Cinema (2013), an innova-
tive project that has made this district of 
Barcelona the fi rst to include cinema in its 
promotional plan for culture and tourism.

He has published a number of fi lm 
tourism guides to cities such as Barcelo-
na, Paris, Rome and Venice for smartpho-
ne and tablet. 

In 2013 he published the book Barce-
lona Movie Walks, available in English, 
Spanish and Catalan. It is the fi rst guide 
to Barcelona to focus on the cinema. 
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300 CATALONIA MOVIE 
LOCATIONS TO VISIT
Enjoy a star-struck holiday in Catalonia in the 
footsteps of Ava Gardner, Elizabeth Taylor, Orson 
Welles, Robert de Niro, Woody Allen, Scarlett 
Johansson, Robert Pattinson and many more.

Make your visit to Catalonia a fi lm-star experience: Catalonia’s 
famous beaches have been attracting fi lm makers ever since 
the Golden Age of Hollywood. Visit the idyllic locations used 
for such mythical fi lms as Pandora and the Flying Dutchman, 
Suddenly Last Summer or Falsta�  - Chimes at Midnight.

You can also take a walk with the stars of the 21st century. 
Catalonia’s spectacular cultural heritage and vast natural 
diversity have made it one of the best places in the world to 
combine holidays and cinema. Discover the locations for great 
movies like Vicky Cristina Barcelona, Perfume or fi lms by 
Pedro Almodóvar.

Your holidays in Catalonia are about to begin – lights,
camera, action!
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This book 
includes QR 
codes. Scan 
them and carry 

all the information 
you need right on 
your smartphone.
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